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SECTION 1 
 
AIMS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICY 
 
Identifying the aims of the policy1 
 
The aim of the policy is to provide a visionary, inclusive and functional masterplan document, 
which will formulate part of the LBTH Local Development Framework, initially as interim policy 
guidance, and ultimately as a Supplementary Planning Document. 
 
The masterplan will provide a clear framework for development that is already coming forward 
and a comprehensive guide for delivering sustainable regeneration and securing benefits and 
opportunities for the existing community. 
 
Rationale behind the policy and its delivery  
 
The supplementary planning document will assist with the implementation of the Council’s LDF, 
by providing appropriate guidance to realise the full development potential of the area for 
commercial, residential and mixed use development.  The policy will help to deliver an 
improved public realm, better pedestrian access and new public open space. 
 
The draft Masterplan seeks to achieve the following outcomes: 
 

• A high quality urban environment which promotes the safety, security and health of it’s 
residents, attracts new residents and businesses. 

• Creation of a distinctive urban environment unique to Aldgate. 

• Improvements to pedestrian access and public transport facilities. 

• A neighbourhood that residents can be proud of. 

• A place which is accessible, permeable and legible. 

• Better social and physical integration of the existing community  

• Social and physical integration of new and existing residents of the Aldgate Masterplan 
area. 

 
The following factors could detract from opportunities to fully realise these outcomes. 
 

• Lack of a clear implementation strategy to deliver the masterplan 

• Limitations of the existing built and natural environment 

• Landowners not bringing forward land for development in accordance with the 
masterplan. 

• Physical limitations affecting proposed changes to Aldgate Gyratory. 

• Lack of private and/or public funding to carry out major infrastructure improvements. 
 
Who is affected by the policy? Who is intended to benefit from it and how? 
 
The Aldgate community generally will be affected by the Aldgate Masterplan. That is, the 
people who live in Aldgate, work or own businesses in Aldgate, student who attend schools or 
institutions in Aldgate, as well as people who visit Aldgate. It is intended that the Masterplan will 
benefit as many people in Aldgate as possible. 
 
The main stakeholders in this policy are:  

                                                
1
 Please note the term ‘Policy’ is used for simplicity.  The broad term can also refer to a function or a 
service. 
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• London Borough of Tower Hamlets – the local planning authority who will be 
responsible for adopting and implementing the policy  

• Greater London Authority – to ensure conformity with the London Plan, Central London 
Sub-Regional Planning Framework and City Fringe Opportunity Area Planning 
Framework 

• Transport for London – to ensure that the masterplan takes account of issues relating to 
the road network and to assist with delivery the gyratory changes 

• Tower Hamlets Partnership – as representatives of the wider community and providers 
of key services to the community such as health, education, police 

• Landowners – buy in of the landowners within the masterplan area and immediate 
surrounding is essential for the implementation of the plan. This includes the Registered 
Social Landlord (RSL) East End Homes who are currently organising a ballot under the 
Housing Choice programme on the Holland Estate which is to the north of the 
Masterplan area. 

• Local Area Partnership 2 & 3 Steering Groups – representatives of the residents and 
local service providers for Whitechapel and Spitalfields & Banglatown Wards. 

• Local Councillors – as democratically elected representatives of the community 

• Resident’s Association for the Aldgate Triangle development. 

• Business Groups – particularly the Ethnic Minorities Enterprise Project (EMEP) and 
Aldgate Subways Steering Group. 

 
A number of workshops have been held with stakeholders and the outcomes of those 
workshops are detailed below in the consultation section. 
 
Promotion of good relations between different communities 
 
Currently the physical layout and building form of the masterplan area creates large blocks of 
commercial development which are impermeable and dominate the street scene. The busy A11 
and A13 arterial routes along with the pedestrian unfriendly environment of the gyratory cause 
segregated of the urban environment. The subways around the gyratory are intimidating and 
create safety/security issues. There is a poor pedestrian environment and network of public 
spaces which does not encourage the use of the outdoor environment. 
 
These issues combine to make it difficult to travel between residential areas on the northern 
and southern periphery of the masterplan area, despite the relatively close geographic 
proximity, 
 
The local authority ownership and management of areas as individual estates has created an 
‘estate mentality’ whereby residents of one estate compete with other estates for investment 
and resources and does not encourage the residents of the different estates to mix despite the 
shared physical and social problems.  
 
The masterplan aims to influence the design of the public realm to break up these large blocks 
of development, improve pedestrian links around the gyratory and re-model the traffic system to 
create a new piece of linear open space.  This will result in a greater network of legible, 
pleasant, safe, inviting pedestrian routes and public spaces which will encourage greater 
pedestrian activity between and through the various neighbourhoods. 
 
New development will be planned with active ground floor frontages, such as shops and cafes, 
to improve natural surveillance of the public realm and to encourage vibrant streets.  In 
designing these new development areas the needs and aspirations of all stakeholders (new 
and existing) will be taken into account. 
 
Clearly the physical environment alone cannot create mutual understanding and respect 
between different communities of geography, interest, faith etc. which is why representatives of 
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service providers and community support have been included as key stakeholders in this 
project.  The transformed physical environment will also need to be supported by strong social 
infrastructure. 
 
The design of new residential neighbourhoods can encourage cross-cultural contact by 
ensuring that there is a mixture of tenures, dwelling sizes and types which appeal to a cross-
section of ages, income and ethnic background. 
 
The owners of new commercial development will be required to sign up to local labour 
agreements as part of the planning application process to ensure that job opportunities are 
presented for the existing local community. 
 
The new open space at the heart of Aldgate will inviting, safe, interesting and well managed 
encourage use by a range of people, with areas for passive recreation and public exhibitions.  
 
The Masterplan is being developed to address the need in a localised area based on an 
assessment of the community that includes an understanding of the needs of the equality target 
groups. This should go some way towards eliminating any unlawful discrimination that might 
exist. The development of the Masterplan will also promote equality of opportunity and good 
relations between people of different racial groups through its inclusive consultation process. 
 
Policy Priorities 
 
The objectives and actions in the draft Aldgate Masterplan relate closely to the wider aims 
priorities contained in other documents such as Tower Hamlets Community Plan and the Local 
Development Framework. 
 
Community Plan  
The Tower Hamlets Community Plan is a statement of the Council’s overall vision for the future. 
It aims to ensure that all of Tower Hamlets diverse communities benefit from improved social, 
economic and environmental well being.  The Community Plan has five key themes to make 
Tower Hamlets a better place for: 

• Living Safely, 

• Living Well, 

• Creating and Sharing Prosperity, 

• Learning, Achievement and Leisure, as well as 

• Excellent Public Services. 
 
The Aldgate masterplan will contribute to: 

• a better place for living safely by providing guidelines for designing out crime 

• a better place for living well by designing in quality public open spaces, improving 
access, promoting development of a new PCT medical facility and providing a variety of 
housing types to meet the varying needs of a diverse community. 

• a better place for creating and sharing prosperity by ensuring that new development 
does not adversely affect the established local economy in Brick Lane and promoting 
local access to new jobs created.  

• a better place for learning, achievement and leisure by promoting community links 
established by Whitechapel Art Gallery and opportunities for new open space/children’s 
play in residential re-development. 

 
Regeneration Strategy 
The Aldgate Masterplan will have regard to the aims of the regeneration strategy and delivery 
of the masterplan will contribute to the ‘Developing Places’ aim of the strategy 
 
Local Development Framework – Core Strategy 
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The Aldgate masterplan will be in conformity with the Local Development Framework and will 
assist the delivery of the Local Development Framework (LDF) aims in Aldgate. 
 
Local Development Framework - City Fringe Area Action Plan 
The Aldgate Masterplan will be in conformity with the City Fringe Area Action Plan and will 
assist the delivery of the AAP aims in Aldgate 
 
This Masterplan is embedded in the policy framework for the City Fringe and Tower Hamlets 
policies. It has had the involvement and commitment from the key delivery agencies and 
stakeholders. It is therefore a robust piece of policy. However, the full implementation of the 
masterplan will require substantial investment in infrastructure, the support of private 
landowners / developers and any changes in the commitment to making these investments 
would be the main threat to its delivery. As with any masterplan, once adopted it is reliant on 
the private sector to bring forward sites for redevelopment and will be a material consideration 
in determining planning applications within the area. 
 
These outcomes flow from the Council’s policies referred to above. Hence they meet and 
support the values and objectives of the Council as expressed in the Community Plan and 
other corporate strategies.    
 
Process for preparing the policy. 
 
The need for a masterplan for Aldgate was identified in the City Fringe Area Action Plan 
prepared by LB Tower Hamlets and the City Fringe Opportunity Area Planning Framework 
prepared by the Greater London Authority. 
 
The Major Development Schemes team will prepare the policy taking into account the views of 
all the stakeholders mentioned above. Throughout the design process there will be an ongoing 
dialogue with the steering group and stakeholder group to ensure that the masterplan meets 
their needs 
 
Once the masterplan has been endorsed by the steering group it will then be taken forward for 
adoption by London Borough of Tower Hamlets as a Supplementary Planning Document within 
the Local Development Framework. 
 
How the policy is implemented? 
 
London Borough of Tower Hamlets will be responsible for the implementation of the policy. The 
policy will be a material consideration in the determination of planning applications.  However, 
the timeframe for delivery of real changes and improvements ‘on the ground’ will be dependent 
on landowners bringing forward development proposals which meet the objectives of the 
Masterplan. 
 
When schemes come forward for planning permission, the Council has a duty to consult with 
certain statutory bodies, as well as local residents, before making a decision on whether to 
grant planning approval. TfL and the GLA have been involved in the development of the 
Masterplan and the proposed new open space is included in the Mayor’s 100 Public Spaces 
Strategy.  
 
In the main, delivery of the improvements indicated in the Masterplan will fall upon the private 
sector. However this will assessed and monitored against the Masterplan priorities by the 
Development Control Team in conjunction with the Major Development Schemes Team.  
 
Certain proposals will have to considered by the Development Control Team in conjunction with 
other Service Areas. For example proposals for new or improved open spaces would be 
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considered with due regard to the views and priorities of the Landscape team with Parks and 
Leisure, whilst the Traffic and Transport Team within Environment and Culture will be closely 
involved in transport infrastructure changes. 
  
The revised Local Development Framework requires that documentation for all new major 
developments proposals include an Equality Impact Assessment to ensure that the very local 
circumstances are assessed in relation to their equality impacts. 
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SECTION 2  
 
CONSIDERATION OF DATA AND RESEARCH 
 
For the purposes of the Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA), the study area has been 
identified as the Masterplan area and its immediate hinterland - shown on Map 1.  This includes 
the Corporation of London ward of Portsoken, the London Borough of Tower Hamlets ward of 
Spitalfields and Banglatown and part of the London Borough of Tower Hamlets ward of 
Whitechapel. An area of Whitechapel Ward (east of New Road) have been excluded from the 
study area, as they related specifically to the area covered by the Whitechapel Masterplan. 
 
Some of the information for the study area presented in this section relates to all of 
Whitechapel Ward, as well as the wards of Spitalfields and Banglatown and Portsoken. While 
this is a slightly larger area than the study area, the nature of the statistics will not be 
significantly different, given the general similarities in land-uses across the two areas. 
 
General Population  
 
Population size and growth  
The approximate population of the Masterplan area is 2,600 people, reflecting a predominant 
commercial land use. The population of the wider study area is 15 325 (2001 census).  
 
Population density 
The Aldgate Masterplan study area has a population density of approximately 93 people per 
hectare, close to the average for Tower Hamlets of 99.2 people per hectare.    
 
Population by age 
 
 

Age group 
Number of 
people 

Percentage of 
population 

Tower 
Hamlets 
average 

Greater 
London 
average 

0-5 1,412 9.21% 9.14% 7.94% 

6-16 2,685 17.52% 15.19% 13.47% 

16-19 804 5.25% 4.06% 3.44% 

20-29 3,984 26.00% 24.10% 17.05% 

30-59 4,933 32.19% 34.90% 41.72% 

60-74 1,216 7.93% 8.64% 10.47% 

75+ 291 1.90% 3.97% 5.91% 

 
Population by ethnic group 
 
 

Ethnic group 
Number of 
people 

Percentage 
of population 

Tower Hamlets 
average 

Greater London 
average 

British 3,496 22.81% 42.91% 59.79% 
White 

Other 1,256 8.20% 8.49% 11.37% 

Mixed 293 1.91% 2.48% 3.15% 

Asian Indian 299 1.95% 1.53% 6.09% 
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Pakistani 187 1.22% 0.76% 1.99% 

Bangladeshi 8,798 57.41% 33.43% 2.15% 

 

Total Asian 9,476 61.83% 36.62% 12.08% 

Caribbean 165 1.08% 2.66% 4.79% 

African 350 2.28% 3.36% 5.28% Black 

Total Black 553 3.61% 6.50% 10.92% 

Chinese or other 251 1.64% 3.00% 2.69% 

 
Housing 
 

Household tenure 
 

Tenure 
No. of 

Dwellings 

Percentage 
of all 

dwellings 

Tower 
Hamlets 
average 

Greater 
London 
average 

Owned 1,357 25.27% 28.96% 56.52% 

Social rented: Rented from Council  1,463 27.24% 37.39% 17.12% 

Social rented: Other social rented 1,147 21.36% 15.12% 9.09% 

Private rented 1,265 23.55% 16.69% 15.49% 

Other 139 2.59% 1.84% 1.78% 

 
Housing type 
 
The majority of people in the study area live in purpose-built flats or maisonettes (85.6% of 
households).  There are also a number of terraced houses (11.2%) but very few semi-detached 
and detached properties resulting in lack of larger house types in the area.  This pattern is 
consistent with the rest of Tower Hamlets although there are slightly more flats and slightly 
fewer terraced houses in the study area.    

 
Health 

 
 

Health Number 
Tower Hamlets 

average 
Greater London 

average 

Life expectancy - 76.6 78.8 

 No of people 
Percentage of 
Population 

  

Self assessment 
(Good Health) 

10,593 69.12% 67.89% 70.82% 

Self assessment 
(Fairly Good 
Health) 

3,266 21.31% 21.79% 20.90% 

Self assessment 
(Not Good 
Health) 

1,454 9.49% 10.32% 8.28% 

Limiting illness 2,416 15.77% 17.19% 15.49% 
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Economy & Employment 
 
Qualifications 
 
 

Level of Qualification 
No. of 
people 

Percentage 
of 

population  

Tower 
Hamlets 
average 

Greater 
London 
average 

No qualifications 3,804 24.82% 25.06% 17.54% 

Level 1 qualifications 1,082 7.06% 7.50% 9.61% 

Level 2 qualifications 1,361 8.88% 9.03% 12.61% 

Level 3 qualifications 1,131 7.38% 6.92% 7.23% 

Level 4 / 5 qualifications 3,443 22.47% 21.67% 22.90% 
 
Unemployment 
 
 

Employment Status 
No. of 
people 

Percentage 
of 

population 

Tower 
Hamlets 
average 

Greater 
London 
average 

Unemployed (Economically Active) 778 5.08% 4.82% 3.22% 

Employed 4,878 31.83% 35.90% 44.51% 

Economically inactive – looking after family 1,344 8.77% 7.52% 5.30% 

Economically inactive – other 3,689 24.07% 22.41% 18.68% 
 
Employment type 
 
 

 No. of people 
Percentage of 
population 

Tower 
Hamlets 
average 

Greater 
London 
average 

All Sectors 5,278 34.44% 37.70% 46.28% 
Agriculture and fishing 
(SIC A,B) 

9 0.06% 0.06% 0.15% 

Energy and water (SIC 
C,E) 

6 0.04% 0.11% 0.22% 

Manufacturing (SIC D) 348 2.27% 2.73% 3.53% 
Construction (SIC F) 73 0.48% 1.25% 2.44% 
Distribution, hotels and 
restaurants (SIC G,H) 

1,201 7.84% 7.19% 8.81% 

Transport and 
communications (SIC I) 

275 1.79% 2.49% 3.77% 

Banking, finance and 
insurance, etc (SIC J,K) 

1,988 12.97% 13.47% 13.07% 

Public administration, 
education & health (SIC 
L,M,N) 

950 6.20% 7.55% 10.61% 

Other services (SIC 
O,P,Q) 

428 2.79% 2.85% 3.68% 
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Crime & Safety 
 
An analysis of crimes reported within the Aldgate Masterplan area indicates that 147 offences 
occurred in the twelve months between October 2005 and September 2006. These are detailed 
in the table below. 
 

Offence Frequency 

Theft – pick pocketing 34 

Theft – snatch 14 

Robbery of a person 32 

Sexual Assault 4 

Indecent Exposure 1 

Rape 1 

Actual Bodily Harm 31 

Common Assault 25 

Assault (s.18) 5 

 
Equalities profile of users or beneficiaries 
 
The Masterplan aims to be of benefit to the community as a whole, however an effective 
assessment of beneficiaries can only be done on the basis of the likely impacts that the 
Masterplan will have on the borough’s key equality target groups – which are: 

• race 

• gender 

• disability 

• sexual orientation 

• faith 

• age, and 

• health 
 
Additionally, there needs to be a commitment where reasonable and necessary to monitor 
impact of the strategy against key equalities target groups. 
 
Equalities profile of staff 
 
A separate Equalities Impact Assessment is being prepared for the Development Schemes 
Team who lead on the preparation of masterplan documents. 
 
Evidence of complaints against the service on grounds of discrimination 
 
Any complaints received will be logged and responded to in accordance with LBTH 
corporate procedures. 
 
Barriers 
 
The masterplan team has been informed by the Local Area Partnership that historically it has 
been difficult to engage the Bengali community in plans and programmes which affect them. 
 
Consultation fatigue is a general barrier to engagement across all groups 
 
Recent consultation exercises carried out  
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Regular steering group meetings have been held during the masterplan development process – 
the steering group is made up representatives from LBTH, Tower Hamlets Local Area 
Partnerships, Greater London Authority and Transport for London. 
 
Regular Stakeholder group meetings have also been held during the masterplan development 
process. The Stakeholder Group is made up of representatives from key developers in the area 
and Whitechapel Art Gallery. 
 
A number of community consultation events were held in July and September 2006.   These 
aimed to target specific interest groups and two events where open to members of the general 
public  
 
During consultation events in September, participants were asked to complete diversity 
monitoring sheets, so that a record could be developed of which groups within the community 
have been involved in the masterplanning process. The results of the diversity monitoring are 
included in section 5 of the Consultation Report, as well as full details of all consultation events. 
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SECTION 3 
 
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
 
Race – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct Impact 

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public open spaces Direct Impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Direct Impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Direct Impact 

Improving Access Indirect Impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs Direct Impact  

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

Direct Impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Direct Impact 

A better place for learning, achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Direct Impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Direct Impact 

 
While the Aldgate Masterplan has been prepared to benefit the entire Aldgate community, the 
table above indicates that the Aldgate Masterplan will have a direct impact on ethnic minorities 
(both specifically for ethnic minorities and as part of the broader diverse community). Many of 
these will be positive. For example, providing safe pedestrian crossings will benefit everyone 
who needs to cross the street, regardless of their race. 
 
As another example, providing a variety of new housing will benefit the community generally, 
reducing overcrowding and providing high quality accommodation. The provision of new 
housing can also directly benefit ethnic minorities who may have particular housing needs. 
 
The Masterplan also links strongly to the Community Plan objectives of preventing new 
development from harming the established local economy. An action in the Masterplan relates 
specifically to concerns raised by local black and minority ethnic business people regarding the 
impact of redevelopment on small businesses.  
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Gender – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct Impact 

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public open spaces Direct Impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Direct Impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Direct Impact 

Improving Access Direct Impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs Direct Impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

Indirect Impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Direct Impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Indirect Impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Direct Impact 

 
The Masterplan is targeted to address the needs of the entire community. Some aspects of the 
policies contained in the draft Masterplan will have a direct impact in relation to gender 
inequality as they relate to the broader Aldgate environment or gaps in service provision. As an 
example, the Masterplan does seek to improve safety in Aldgate, and improve the quality of 
places that women may wish to use more, such as open space. This could result in more 
women feeling comfortable using public open spaces in Aldgate. 
 
During preparation of the Masterplan, care has been taken to consult with women’s groups, 
who many not become involved in less targeted consultation programmes. A specific event was 
held for older Bangladeshi women, however very few teenage women have been involved in 
the consultation process to date. This has been recognised and additional effort will be placed 
into seeking the views of younger women during the next phase of consultation. 
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Disability – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct Impact 

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public  open spaces Direct Impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Direct Impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Direct Impact 

Improving Access Direct Impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs Direct Impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

Indirect Impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Direct Impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Indirect Impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Direct Impact 

  
Targeted consultation to date has included focussed discussion with disabled people on access 
for disabled people in Aldgate. There are several aspects of the Masterplan which will have a 
positive impact on the disabled. These notably include improving access, creating new housing 
to meet the needs of a diverse community and providing a new PCT health facility at 
Goodmans.  
 
There is potential for adverse impacts for disabled people as a result of the Masterplan, for 
example, during implementation of new safe pedestrian crossings to replace the redundant 
subways, there may be times when there are very few places for people with limited mobility 
can cross streets. Care will need to be taken to ensure any adverse or disproportionate impacts 
are minimised during the implementation of the Masterplan.
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Age – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct Impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public  open spaces Indirect Impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Direct Impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Direct Impact  

Improving Access Direct Impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs Direct Impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

Indirect Impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Direct Impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Indirect Impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Direct Impact 

  
The Masterplan will address the needs of many different people from many different age 
groups. The Masterplan seeks to provide a new children’s play facility associated with new 
residential development at Goodmans Fields. This will improve the range of facilities available 
for young children in Aldgate and responds to a need expressed frequently during consultation 
to date. The removal of redundant subways and the creation of new safer road crossing will 
have a positive impact on older people with poor mobility who find the subways difficult to use, 
and a positive impact on older people and younger people alike who may feel unsafe using the 
subways. 
 
The consultation process has also sought to involve young people and people aged over 65, 
with specific consultation events and focussed discussions.
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Lesbian, gay, bisexual  – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct Impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public open spaces Indirect impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Indirect impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Indirect impact 

Improving Access Indirect impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs 
No evidence of specific 
impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

No evidence of specific 
impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups 
No evidence of specific 
impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery No evidence of impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Indirect impact 

 
The Masterplan could have an indirect impact on lesbians, gay men and bisexual people (LGB 
people) in a number of areas. Further consultation and research may be required to determine 
what forms of housing is required by LGB people and how this could be provided. 
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Religion/Belief – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public open spaces Indirect impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Indirect impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Indirect impact 

Improving Access  

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs 
No evidence of specific 
impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

No evidence of specific 
impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Direct impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Indirect impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Indirect impact 
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Health Impact – testing of disproportionate or adverse impact 
 

A better place for living safely  

Removal of gyratory subways and providing safe road crossings Direct Impact 

Guidelines for designing out crime Direct impact 

A better place for living well  

Designing in quality public open spaces Direct impact 

Promoting the development of a new health facility Direct impact 

Providing a variety of housing types to meet the varying needs of the diverse 
community 

Direct impact 

Improving Access Direct impact 

A better place for creating and sharing prosperity  

Promoting local access to new jobs Direct impact 

Ensure that new development does not adversely affect the established local 
economy 

Indirect impact 

Increase access to employment for target groups Indirect impact 

A better place for learning achievement and leisure  

Promoting community links established by Whitechapel Gallery Indirect impact 

Promote opportunities for new open space/children’s play in residential re-
development 

Direct impact 

  
The Masterplan seeks to promote a more healthy community. A new PCT health facility is to be 
provided, possibly at Goodmans Fields, to serve the needs of the wider community. The 
Masterplan also seeks to provide new open spaces and a new children’s play area, to 
encourage more outdoor activity and healthier lifestyles. 
 
Other measures which aim to remove the traffic gyratory, make Aldgate a more accessible 
place with a better street environment, could encourage more people to walk, cycle and use 
public transport, which could lead to improve health for the people of Aldgate. 
 
There may be adverse impacts on health, and mental health, related to stress caused by the 
rapid change to the physical environment expected to occur the next ten years. However, on 
balance, the redevelopment should have a positive impact on the health of the Aldgate 
community. 
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SECTION 4 
 
MEASURES TO MITIGATE DISPROPORTIONATE OR 
ADVERSE IMPACT  
 
Planning legislation requires that planning documents are prepared in accordance with national 
Government planning policies.  “PPS1 – Delivering Sustainable Development” sets out the 
Governments overarching objectives.  Briefly these state that planning policies should ensure 
that the impact of development on the social fabric of communities is considered and taken into 
account; seek to reduce social inequalities; address accessibility for all members of the 
community and take into account the needs of the community including particular requirements 
relating to age, sex, ethnic background, religion disability or income. 
 
The Aldgate Masterplan has been prepared in line with this guidance and hence mitigation 
measures to prevent disproportionate impact have been built into the emerging principles and 
guidance so far as is possible taking into account information available. 
 
Where disproportionate impact or adverse effect may arise from a scenario that has not been 
possible to predict (e.g. a future development proposal that is deemed acceptable in all other 
respects), the statutory development control process will be used to mitigate against the impact 
through the use of planning conditions and planning obligations. 
 
As an example, as part of the planning process it has been identified that regeneration of 
Aldgate, and the expansion of its commercial office functions is likely to place upward pressure 
on rents for the many cultural and creative workspaces in the area. This has the potential to 
adversely impact on small businesses in the area, a very large proportion of which are black or 
minority ethnic enterprises. Therefore, the regeneration of Aldgate facilitated by the draft 
Masterplan has the potential to adversely impact on many black and minority ethnic people. 
This potential has been reinforced by the community during preliminary consultation. 
 
As a response, the draft Aldgate Masterplan contains an action to investigate options for 
providing new low-cost workspace for new and existing small to medium creative industries. It 
is anticipated that the results of this investigation could be incorporated into the final 
masterplan. 
 
As an example of how the planning system provides a mechanism to mitigate adverse impacts 
that have not been anticipated during the strategic planning process, where sites are proposed 
for redevelopment, and the community, during consultation on the proposal, identity a particular 
area feels unsafe and is a location for crime and anti-social behaviour, there is an opportunity 
to negotiate changes to the design of the proposal to address these issues, for example, by 
improving natural surveillance and lighting to the particular area. 
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SECTION 5  
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The assessment has considered the various strands of equality identified as gender, race, age, 
disability, sexual orientation and religion and faith. 
 
The draft Masterplan has been prepared in accordance with equalities legislation and the duty 
to promote race relations.  Preliminary non-statutory consultation has been carried out with 
events to target specific groups who are represented in the area. The results of the consultation 
have been used to influence and refine the draft Masterplan.   
 
The impact assessment concludes that there is no specific evidence that the implementation of 
the Masterplan will have direct adverse impact on any of the target groups or will discriminate 
by way of age, gender, disability, religious belief or sexuality.   Indirect impacts have been 
identified, however in many cases these will be positive impacts, for example by improving 
access for all around the gyratory system.  Where indirect negative impacts may occur, 
mitigation measures are proposed.  A number of improvements have been identified and are 
summarised in the following section. 
 
In the short term alterations to the gyratory, removal of subways and improvements to crossing 
points, lighting and signage should reduce crime and make Aldgate more appealing for women 
and the elderly.  
 
In the medium term, improvements to street lighting and open spaces may improve safety and 
reduce fear of crime, which has been raised as an issue of concern by almost all groups 
involved with consultation to date. Environmental improvements to reduce street clutter will 
improve accessibility for those people with reduced mobility. The provision of a new PCT health 
facility will have a positive impact on those will an illness or those with mobility problems who 
find it difficult to access other health facilities. Medium terms actions are unlikely to have any 
effects related to religion, sexual orientation and racial inequalities. 
 
In the long term, improvements to the Whitechapel Station to be accessible to all will have a 
positive effect on those will reduced mobility. There is also the potential for the wider 
community, particularly the elderly and women to feel more comfortable (have less fear of 
crime) in areas where green links have been promoted along with improvements to the street 
environment.  
 
Summary of recommendations for improvement 
 
The following recommendations are made to improve the Aldgate Masterplan: 

The Masterplan could be improved by specifically addressing high unemployment rates in 
specific ethnic groups in Aldgate, for example unemployment in the Bangladeshi community. 

The use of Section 106 powers to secure job brokerage schemes for new commercial 
development and provision of affordable accommodation for Black and Ethnic Minority SMEs 
would assist Black and Ethnic Minority communities in finding employment. 

The Masterplan could refer to the document ‘Outdoors for All’, produced by the Countryside 
Agency (now Natural England), for the future design of new open spaces. This document aims 
to increase the use of open spaces by black and minority ethnic groups. 
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The Masterplan should ensure that action points relating to alterations to the subway systems 
in and around the gyratory take account of specific needs of people with disabilities and 
security improvements for vulnerable groups such as women. 
 
In delivering major residential development, the Masterplan should ensure that a mix of 
tenures, house types and sizes is provided to meet the housing needs of the Bengali 
population, people on low incomes, the lesbian, gay and bisexual community and is accessible 
to all. 
 
Future Monitoring and Consultation  
 
The policy will form part of the Tower Hamlets Local Development Framework.  It wil be 
monitored as part of the statutory Annual Monitoring Review.   In addition the Masterplan 
proposes that an Implementation Group be established to review and monitor the 
implementation of the identified projects.  The Implementation Group will include 
representatives of the Council, public agencies, stakeholders and developers. 
 
Suggested consultation for the future 
 
The Masterplan will be subject to a period of six week statutory consultation and available for 
inspection six weeks immediately prior to this (resulting in an overall twelve week period).  
Statutory consultation will involve events to target harder to reach groups in the same way as 
the non-statutory consultation.  The Consultation process will also link in to existing Borough 
wide focus groups already established by the Council such as the LBTH Access Group and 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Group. 
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SECTION 6 
 
ACTION PLAN  
 

Recommendation Key activity Progress milestones Officer 
Responsible 

Progress 

Ensure relevant equality 
indicators are included in the 
Annual Monitoring Report 
 

Monitoring and implementation Prior to production of next 
monitoring report 

LBTH 
Masterplan 
lead officer 

 

 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 

 
 
 


